DC# SSP103
Splash Shield Kit
1968/69 Fairlane/Ranchero/Falcon
Part. No. C8OZ-16000-A

Kit Contains:
1 16D562  RH side of fender behind tire
1 16D563  LH side of fender behind tire
1 16102  RH upper fender behind tire
1 16103  LH upper fender behind tire
2 16A572  RH & LH front of tire on outside of radiator support
14 Mounting clips for radiator support
20 Staples for Splash Shield behind tires

Mounting Instructions
Note: Clip #371141-S is not included in this kit.

Instructions:
* Take the complete splash shield off the car on both sides. Remove and discard the old rubber splash shield and staples. The rubber splash shield is stapled to a metal splash shield on the left and right side behind the tire. There are 4 pieces total. 2 that meet up with the top of the inner fender and 2 that run along the side of the inner fender. Simply poke holes in the new rubber seals to line up with the existing holes in the old metal splash shield. Then, push the staples through the holes and bend them over behind the metal splash shield.
* The other two pieces clip onto the outer edge of the radiator support. The right and left sides are the same. The holes have been pre-drilled for quick installation. Simply push the clips through the rubber and through the radiator support from the back side.
Note: If you’re careful, you may be able to save and reuse your original mounting clips.